
INTELLIGENT 591 

Chapter 591 - 591: Going To L Country 

Yu Qi had returned from Fanghai Nation after spending for four days together with Song Jue Rei. Upon 

returning to Binhai Nation, Yu Qi received the notice that she would go to L Country because of the 

paper that she had submitted to her professor. 

Her professor, Professor Su Man He, submitted those papers to the medical conference. This time, the 

medical conference would be held in L Country. 

Yu Qi needed to prepare for the medical conference since she would give a speech too regarding her 

research. Only Yu Qi together with three other lecturers had managed to get a spot in the medical 

conference this time. 

So, Yu Qi gave a call to her family and told them about this matter. 

Auntie Ming Yue: "Oh, Yu Qi? Are you doing fine?" 

Yu Qi:" Yes, Auntie Ming Yue. I'm fine. Is everyone good?" 

Auntie Ming Yue:" Of course. We are fine here." 

Yu Qi: "Then, it is good. I'm calling because I just want to inform you that I'm going to L Country." 

Auntie Ming Yue: "Huh? For course?" 

Yu Qi: "I'm participating in the medical conference." 

Auntie Ming Yue: "Huh? Wait a minute." 

Then Yu Qi heard that Auntie Ming Yue asked Uncle Tang Jung Wen about something. Since Auntie Ming 

Yue was still holding the phone while talking, she could hear what Auntie Ming?e?was asking about from 

Uncle Tang Jung Wen. 

"Dear, where have our sons said they will be going for this time?" Auntie Ming Yue asked. 

"If I'm not mistaken, it is L Country. Why are you asking?" Uncle Tang Jung Wen asked his wife back? 

"Oh, meaning Yu Qi will go the same place too. She says that she will be participating in the medical 

conference too." Auntie Ming Yue said. 

"Really? This is great. It is a great experience for her." Uncle Tang Jung Wen nodded. 

Then Auntie Ming Yue returned to talk to Yu Qi back. 

Auntie Ming Yue: "My dear, your brothers are going to L Country too." 

Yu Qi:" Really? Who?" 

Auntie Ming Yue: "All of them." 

Yu Qi: "What? Including Brother Qin Hao too?" 

Auntie Ming Yue: "Yeah. Han Lee has told us during dinner just now." 



Yu Qi: "I see. When are they departing to L Country?" 

Auntie Ming Yue: "I'm not sure about it. Better you call one of them." 

Yu Qi: "Okay Auntie Ming Yue. i will do so." 

Auntie Ming Yue: "Okay, my dear. Take care of yourself." 

Yu Qi: " Goodbye Auntie." 

Right after that, Yu Qi called Tang Han Lee. She heard two ringings before someone picked up the call. 

Yu Qi: "Hello. Big Brother Han Lee." 

Tang Han Lee: "Oh, Yu Qi. What's wrong?" 

Tang Han Lee asked like that because it was unusual for Yu Qi to call him directly. She usually messaged 

him. 

Yu Qi: "Big Brother Han Lee, are you going to attend the medical conference in L Country this time?" 

Tang Han Lee: "You know about it too? Yeah. I have been invited by the organiser. Actually, Jin Wei and 

Qin Hao also have been invited." 

Yu Qi: "I'm going there too. When will you get there?" 

Tang Han Lee: "Probably, the day after tomorrow." 

Yu Qi: "I see. I will see you there." 

The call ended. 

... 

The flight from Binhai Nation to L country was about 8 hours compared to Fanghai Nation that took 12 

hours on the flight. Yu Qi and Professor Su Man He, as well as the other two lecturers who were also 

participating in the medical conference, departed to L Country. 

Yu Qi was very excited because it was the first time that she was coming to the medical conference as a 

formal participant. 

After spending 8 hours in the air, they had arrived at the L Country's Airport. There were a lot of people 

coming to the L Country this time. Probably due to the medical conference. 

Yu Qi saw a lot of different race here. Japan, Europe, Arab and others more. Then she saw someone 

whom she might know. Probably it was a just flash. When she wanted to take a proper look, that person 

was no longer there. 

"Yu Qi, let's go. We are going to check in the hotel." Professor Su Man He called Yu Qu when she saw Yu 

Qi was staring at something. 

"Oh, okay." Yu Qi nodded and followed others. 



As for Aoi, he was in her space. Yu Qi would like to bring him outside. But the procedure to enter the pet 

into L Country was too complicated, and Yu Qi did not have time to do it. So Yu Qi decided to put him 

into her space. 

Everyone had their charms. It also applied to L Country. L Country used its unique design and 

implemented them in their architecture. Yu Qi was impressed with it. 

Thirty minutes of driving, they arrived at the hotel that they would stay during these three days. 

Professor Su Man He settled the check in process and handed the key rooms to them. 

"You can go anywhere you want but remember to be here tomorrow morning at 7:30 am. I don't want 

anyone to be late." Professor Su Man He reminded them. 

"Yes, Professor Su." They answered. 

So, they went to their rooms. Yu Qi entered the room and took a rest on the bed. She reached out her 

phone calling for Tang Han Lee. 

Tang Han Lee had already told her to call her after she had arrived in L Country. 

Chapter 592 - 592: Three Handsome Men 

Yu Qi called Tang Han Lee to inform that she had already arrived at L Country. As for them, they had 

already arrived at L Country one day earlier before her. She did not know even hotels that her brothers 

were staying. 

Tang Han Lee picked up her call. He asked Yu Qi where she was right now. Yu Qi told him that she was 

currently staying at the Sunshine Hotel. 

Tang Han Lee told her that they would pick up for the dinner that night. He also mentioned that they 

were staying at the Suria Hotel, one kilometre from her. 

Yu Qi agreed to have dinner together since she did not have any plans for tonight. The time currently 

showed four p.m. She still had a few hours to rest. 

So, she entered her space. She saw Bo Ya was taking care of the garden while Aoi was laying around 

sleeping. When both of them felt their master's presence in space, they looked at Yu Qi. 

"Oh, Master." Aoi woke up and speeded to Yu Qi. "Master, can I go outside?" 

"Sorry, Aoi. You can't right now." Yu Qi apologized to Aoi. 

"Oh... It is okay then." Aoi was disappointed but he did not want to trouble his master. 

"As for compensation, I will cook right now." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Yeah!!!" Both of her little cuties jumped while shouting happily when heard that their master would be 

cooked for them. 

.... 



People especially the women casually turned to look at three handsome men that walked together. A 

flock of birds always flew together. It was a good phrase when seeing those handsome men. 

"They are handsome." 

"Seems like an idol group." 

"I have never seen them before." 

"Probably a new idol group." 

"So handsome." 

"Yeah, especially the cold one." 

"Do you want to go and ask them which group they are?" 

"Eh, really? You want to ask them?" 

"Why not?" 

There were a group of girls chatted among them when they saw three handsome men. The group of 

girls approached the three handsome men. 

The three handsome men seemed to have a different personality. One had a mature aura on him, one 

had a cheerful aura, and another one seemed to ignore others that came into his eyes. 

"Hai." There was a shy greet from one of the girl group earlier. 

Two of the handsome men turned to look at who greeting them. As for another handsome man, he 

directly ignored them. 

"Yes?" One of the handsome men asked them. 

"Are you a new idol group?" The girl asked. 

"Huh?" The handsome man tilted his head. 

"Big brother, they think we are a new entertainer." One of the handsome men said to another one. 

"Entertainer? We are not." The handsome man answered to the girls. 

"I see. Do you have time right now? We want to invite you to dinner if you have some free time." The 

girls asked. 

The handsome men looked at each other. 

"Sorry, miss. We have another appointment." The handsome man rejected. 

"Then, can I get your phone number?" The girls asked again. 

The girls seemed to hit on the handsome men. 

"Sorry Miss. We don't give our phone number to strangers." The direct reject from the handsome man. 



"How about you?" The girls asked another handsome man. 

"Miss, we already have a girlfriend. We are not a playboy." Another direct rejection. 

The girls seemed to be embarrassed when she had been directly rejected by the handsome men. 

"Says the playboy." Tang Qin Hao suddenly spoke. 

Yeah... The three handsome men were Tang Han Lee, Tang Jin Wei and Tang Qin Hao. They were 

actually waiting for their car to arrive. Tang Han Lee had rented a car for their stay at L Country to make 

their stay easier. 

"I have already left that title." Tang Jin Wei said proudly. "I know that you are jealous because you don't 

have a girlfriend. You know you can pick one of these girls earlier." 

"Idiot." Tang Qin Hao showed a disgusted expression. 

Tang Jin Wei did not angry. "But these girls here are sure brave to hit on guys. Girls in our nation are 

more shy one." Tang Jin Wei commented. 

"Do we look like the entertainers?" Tang Han Lee asked. 

"Big Brother, our looks can easily suppress the idol group." Tang Jin Wei said. 

"I don't longer think that I'm a good looking one." Tang Han Lee thought about something. 

"Eh? Why?" Tang Jin Wei asked. To be honest, their looks could be considered very good looking. 

"Little Sis looks at me normally." Tang Han Lee gave the reason. 

"Big brother, you can not use her as your guideline. Her preference is higher since she has that man." 

Tang Jin Wei rolled his eyes. That brat stole their Little Sis. 

He remembered the first time when Yu Qi had met him. That girl gave him a back throw. It hurt very 

much. 

"It has been a long time since we have been together, right?" Tang Jin Wei realized it. 

"Hmm..." Tang Han Lee nodded. 

It was the truth. It was hard to spot the three brothers together since Tang Qin Hao started to work. He 

did not come home. Even if it was a celebration day. 

The car arrived. Tang Han Lee took the keys from the owner. The three of them entered the car. 

"Big Brother, which hotel is Little Sis staying?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Sunshine Hotel." Tang Han Lee answered shortly. "Let's go and pick up our Little Sis." 

Chapter 593 - 593: Tang Brothers 

Yu Qi was waiting at the hotel's lobby since Tang Han Lee had told her that they were already on the 

way to pick up her. 



"Miss Tang, are you going for dinner too?" One of the lecturers asked. They seemed to be going out for 

dinner too. 

"Yeah. Someone is going to pick me later." Yu Qi said. 

"I see. We are going for dinner too. Be careful." The lecturers left. 

Right after the lecturers left, there was a group of people approached Yu Qi. 

"Hi, Miss. Are you alone? You can join us for dinner." One man said. 

Yu Qi looked at the group. There were five men with three girls. The men with the girls seemed to hug 

each other. 

"No. I'm waiting for someone." Yu Qi rejected calmly. 

"Well, forget about him. You will have much more fun with us." The man said and he was about to grab 

Yu Qi's hand. 

Suddenly someone pulled Yu Qi and shielded her. "What are you going to do to my little sister?" 

It was Tang Han Lee. Tang Han Lee's voice was extremely low, indicating that he was very angry right 

now. 

The group was startled. The women looked at Tang Han Lee with a shocked expression which then 

turned into the admiration. 'Such a good looking man.' 

"Yeah, what are you going to do to her?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

Tang Qin Hao followed behind. There was anger shown on his face. And that was a rare side. 

The woman was 'Wow, another top and good looking men here.' 

"Relax men, we are just asking here. Nothing much. Guys, let's go." The man asked their friends to leave. 

The women seemed to be reluctant to do so until the men pulled them to walk from there. 

"Little sis, are you okay?" Tang Jin Wei asked worriedly. 

"I'm fine. Don't worry. They don't have time to do anything since you are here. Thank you." Yu Qi 

thanked her brothers. 

"Okay then." Tang Han Lee patted Yu Qi's head. 

Thank goodness, he had arrived earlier. His anger was boiling when he saw his little sister being 

harassed by someone. 

"It is an unexpected scene." Yu Qi suddenly said that. 

"What?" Tang Jin Wei asked. He did not understand. 

Even Tang Han Lee and Tang Qin Hao were confused. 

Yu Qi laughed. "It is the first time since I have seen the three of you together." 



Usually, Yu Qi only saw two of them. Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei. Seeing Tang Qin Hao was rare. 

"Ha... Ha... Ha... It is because Qin Hao is always at the hospital." Tang Jin Wei laughed. 

To think about it, it was like Yu Qi had said. When they were younger, even though Tang Qin Hao did not 

like socialising with anyone, he was somehow at home. 

"Okay, let's go now." Tang Han Lee said. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

So, they walked out of the hotel. With their looks, it was bound to make people to look at them. 

Tang Han Lee had already booked a table for them at a restaurant. When Yu Qi asked about it, Tang Han 

Lee told her that he came to L Country before. So he knew much about this country. 

"We are going to have a hot pot here. Are you okay with it, Little Sis?" Tang Han Lee asked when they 

had arrived at the restaurant. "Otherwise, you can order from another menu.' 

"Hot pot? I want it too." Yu Qi nodded. 

Yu Qi liked hot pot very much. When she was still in Wang Family's care, Wang Family also got to eat hot 

pot. And as usual, Yu Qi would not get anything except for the soup after they were finished. 

"Okay, then. The food here is very good. My friend has introduced this place to me." Tang Han Lee said. 

"Welcome to Sukiya Place. Do you already have a booking?" A waiter asked them when they stepped in 

the restaurant. 

"Yeah. I booked one table for 4 people under Tang Han Lee's name." Tang Han Lee answered to the 

waiter. 

"Wait a minute. I will check in our system." The waiter smiled. 

After a few second, the waiter called another waiter to lead them to their table. 

"Here is the menu book. Dear guests, you can take a look first at the menu. If you have already decided 

what do you want to choose, just call us." The waiter said respectfully. 

"Okay." Tang Jin Wei nodded. 

He opened the menu. His eyes ran through the menu book. 

"Everything looks delicious. Big Brother, what do you recommend?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Since we are going for hot pot course, we can choose varieties of meats and vegetables here." Tang 

Han Lee said. 

"Well, then, let's choose two base soup. One is spicy, one for none spicy since Qin Hao can not handle 

the spicy one. As for the ingredient, we can choose a portion for all the meat and some veggies." Tang 

Jin Wei suggested. 

"Brother Qin Hao can not eat something spicy?" Yu Qi looked at Tang Qin Hao. 



"Yeah." Tang Qin Hao nodded. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded several times. 

"We can already grill some meat then." Tang Han Lee pointed to the poster in front of them. 

They called the waiter to place their order. The waiter quickly took the order. It was usual for the 

restaurant like this to get some big orders like this one. 

After twenty minutes of waiting, the group of waiters came and place the foods on their table. They had 

swallowed their saliva when seeing the food laying down on their food. 

The waiters finished arranged the food. They started eating. Tang Jin Wei just attacked the meat. 

"Brother Jin Wei, you should balance your meal. It is not good to eat meat only." Yu Qi reprimanded. 

"That's right." Tang Han Lee also reprimanded. 

"Okay. I know." Tang Jin Wei started to take the veggie. 

As for Tang Qin Hao, even though he was quiet but his hands were fast taking the meat and veggie to 

put on the soup. Yu Qi chuckled. Her Brother Qin Hao was surely cute. 

Chapter 594 - 594: They Are The Grandchild of The Legendary Doctor 

Yu Qi and her lecturers went to the venue where the medical conference held. They arrived earlier to 

set up their booth. Yu Qi was hanging up the poster containing her research. 

Then, there was an announcement telling them that the medical conference was about to start. Then, 

the participants needed to listen to the opening speech by the organizer of the medical conference. 

They welcomed all the participants and hope that this medical conference would be a platform for the 

participants to present their research or new knowledge for the world. 

The participants had been given a time schedule. The judges would go to their booths at a certain time. 

So, the participants could walk around to see others booth. 

At the same time, there would be a speech for certain doctors on their speciality. The first doctor that 

went up to the stage was Tang Qin Hao. He was very handsome when he groomed himself. Well, 

actually, it was Tang Jin Wei's work. He forced Tang Qin Hao to wear formal clothes in this medical 

conference since he would give a speech. 

Tang Qin Hao gave an excellent speech about the new discovery of human brain activities during coma 

state. Yu Qi noticed that Tang Qin Hao started to study about this 4 years ago. When she went through 

Tang Qin Hao's first data, it was her data when she passed out on the first year of entering Starlight 

Univerisity. 

Yu Qi remembered that her brother asked what she was dreaming when she was passed out at that 

time. She told him that she did not remember anything at all. 'So, he has started to study about it...' 

Tang Qin Hao's speech gained a lot of spectators. Some of them were the one interested in the human 

brain's study. Some of them were here because of Tang Qin Hao's looks, well, the women. 



Tang Qin Hao gave the speech for about two hours. After finishing, Tang Qin Hao went down and put on 

the 'I don't care' face. Tang Qin Hao wanted to take a rest. However, Tang Jin Wei appeared and pulled 

Tang Qin Hao to follow him. 

"Where are we going to go?" Tang Qin Hao asked. 

"Let's go and see our little sister." Tang Jin Wei lifted up his eyebrows. 

"Oh..." Tang Qin Hao nodded. "Where is Big Brother?" 

"I don't know. He has told me that he is also going to our little sis." Tang Jin Wei answered. He took a 

look at the pamphlet of the medical conference and searched for Yu Qi's booth. 

"Found it. Let's go." Tang Jin Wei found Yu Qi's booth. 

Tang Jin Wei and Tang Qin Hao headed towards Yu Qi's booth. When they arrived there, somehow there 

were a lot of people there. Yu Qi currently gave the explanation about her research. In the crowd, Tang 

Han Lee was also there listening to Yu Qi. 

"That's all for my research. Hope you understand." Yu Qi ended her speech. 

Then there was a lot of questions which had been throwing to Yu Qi. Yu Qi had patiently answered all 

the questions. Not long after that, Yu Qi finished answering all the questions. 

"Finished for part one." Yu Qi stretched her body. 

"Hi, Little Sis." Tang Jin Wei waved his hand greeting Yu Qi. 

"Oh, you are here." Yu Qi looked at her three brothers. 

"Brother Qin Hao, you look very outstanding today." Yu Qi did not forget to praise Tang Qin Hao. 

"Huh? Thank you." Tang Qin Hao blushed a little bit. 

'Cute.' Yu Qi thought for while looking at Tang Qin Hao when he was blushing. 

"Little Sis, you just praise Qin Hao only. What about me?" Tang Jin Wei looked expectant. 

"Brother Jin Wei, you always look the same." Yu Qi shot Tang Jin Wei down. 

"You!!! You should praise me too." Tang Jin Wei rolled his eyes. 

Yu Qi just laughed. 

"By the way, are you hungry?" Tang Han Lee asked. 

"I'm hungry." Tang Jin Wei quickly reacted to Tang Han Lee's question. 

"Me too." Tang Qin Hao also answered. 

"I think that I'm hungry too." Yu Qi also nodded. 

The people around them took a look at them. The scene looked very peaceful with three handsome men 

and a beautiful girl. The three handsome men looked like the knights who were guarding their princess. 

They ignored who were looking at them. 



"Hey, look at them... Is this good looking conference or what?" 

"What do you think about the relationship between them?" 

"They are probably siblings." 

"I think so too. The men look somehow similar in the appearance. 

"Hey, I think I know the men. One of them is Tang Qin Hao, the genius in the neurological surgery. He 

has just given the speech earlier. The one with a mature look one is Tang Han Lee, he is an 

ophthalmologist. Another one is called Tang Jin Wei. His speciality is an otolaryngologist. As for the girl, 

she is Tang Yu Qi, another upcoming genius in the medical world. As for your information, they are the 

grandchildren of the legendary doctor, Tang Jiang Man." One of the onlookers revealed the identity of 

them. 

"What? That famous doctor? No wonder..." 

"So, they are siblings." 

"I don't think so. From what I know, Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei are siblings, sons of Tang Jung Wen. 

While Tang Qin Hao is a son of Tang Jang Qin. As for Tang Yu Qi, she is adopted by the legendary doctor 

as his granddaughter and his disciple." 

"Adopted?" 

"Yeah." 

"But, their relationship is very close." 

The people about whom people were talking about, had left the venue and looking for someplace to eat 

their lunch. 

Chapter 595 - 595: Meeting With Qin Xia 

They went to search for the place for having lunch. The venue was somehow in the middle of the city. 

So, there were a lot of restaurants around the venue. 

"Let's go to that cafe." Tang Jin Wei pointed towards a cafe. 

The three of them did not have any preference, so, they agreed. The cafe had two dining areas. One was 

outside the cafe, another one was inside the cafe. They did not want to hear the city's noise, therefore, 

they chose to eat inside the cafe. 

Lucky for them, there was one empty table inside the cafe. They sat on that table. The waitress came 

wanting to take their order. She gave a menu book to them. 

Yu Qi placed the orders. She took a plate of Oven-Roasted Salmon with Charred Lemon Vinaigrette. Tang 

Han Lee chose Brick Chicken with Garlic and Thyme and Tang Jin Wei chose Sesame Chicken and Chili 

Lime Slaw. As for Tang Qin Hao, he straightly went to dessert. Peach pie and Velvety Dark Chocolate 

Pudding With Candied Orange Peel. 

"Brother Qin Hao, are you sure that you want to eat the dessert only?" Yu Qi asked. 



"Little Sis, don't worry about him. He will be fine." Tang Jin Wei assured their little sister. 

"Oh, okay." Yu Qi nodded 

Tang Qin Hao had a sweet tooth. The lunch was very good. 

"Yu Qi... never thought to meet you here." A voice greeted Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi turned around and looked at the source of the voice. Yu Qi's eyes opened wide. It was Qin Xia. Yu 

Qi was very surprised to see Qin Xia here. It had been a long time since their last meeting and she did 

not expect to see him here. 

"Brother Xia..." Yu Qi said. 

Qin Xia's eyes narrowed and then turned back into the normal state within a second. No one noticed it. 

It was like his junior sister, Yu-er, called him. Qin Xia smiled gently at Yu Qi. 

The Tang Brothers looked at the stranger whom Yu Qi had called 'Brother Xia'. They had never met him. 

Another handsome man... 

"Big Brother, does our Little Sis has a magnet to attract handsome men?" Tang Jin Wei whispered to 

Tang Han Lee. 

Even though Tang Jin Wei was whispering to Tang Han Lee, Qin Xia and Yu Qi could hear what Tang Jin 

Wei had just said. They immediately turned to Tang Jin Wei. One was looking at him with a warning 

glare while another one was looking at him with the observing look. 

Tang Jin Wei shivered with these glares. These two people were the same that could give a glare making 

one shivered. 

Qin Xia actually knew these three men since he wanted to know all about Yu Qi. Tang Han Lee, Tang Jin 

Wei and Tang Qin Hao. 

"Little sis, who is this?" Tang Han Lee calmly asked Yu Qi. 

"Oh, this is Qin Xia, a businessman. We..." Yu Qi stopped there. 

Yu Qi did not know what to explain about their relationship. 'What is our relationship?' She was 

confused. 

"We are just friends in the business." Qin Xia helped Yu Qi to explain. 

"I see. We are Yu Qi's brothers." Tang Han Lee nodded and introduced themselves while handled out his 

hand to shake hands with Qin Xia. 

"I see. Nice to meet you. I have heard about three of you, the grandsons of Dr Tang Jiang Man." Qin Xia 

shook his hand with Tang Han Lee. 

"By the way, what are you doing here, Brother Xia?" Yu Qi asked Qin Xia. 

"I'm here because of the medical conference. I guess you are also here for that." Qin Xia felt very nice 

that Yu Qi called him 'Brother Xia'. 



"You are also interested in medical?" Tang Jin Wei asked. His little sis said that this man was a 

businessman. 

"Yes. I'm always interested in the medical world. If something caught my eyes and I think it is worth to 

invest in the project, I will invest in it." Qin Xia answered honestly. 

Well, one of this medical conference's aims was to introduce the new medical knowledge to the world 

as well as to find the sponsor for the research. 

"Oh, that is why you have been at Fanghai Nation medical conference before." Yu Qi remembered that 

she had also met him there. 

"Yes." Qin Xia smiled. He was happy that Yu Qi remembered it. 

"Mr Qin, we should go now. The time is approaching." Qin Xia's secretary reminded Qin Xia. 

Qin Xia lifted his arm and looked at the watch. Indeed, it was already late. He had another appointment 

with another person. 

"I need to go. Yu Qi, see you later." Qin Xia said. 

"Okay. Sorry for taking your time." Yu Qi shook her head. 

Qin Xia nodded to others and walked away from them. 

"Little sis, are you finding your spare part?" Tang Jin Wei lifted his eyebrow several times. 

"Huh?" Yu Qi confused. She did not understand what Tang Jin Wei had meant by that question. 

"Dear little sis, are you trying to find another spare boyfriend?" Tang Jin Wei grinned to Yu Qi. 

With that, finally, Yu Qi understood. With a gentle smile, she asked Tang Jin Wei. "My dear brother, do 

you want a broken hand?" 

"Huh?" This time, it was Tang Jin Wei's turn to not understand what Yu Qi meant. 

"Stupid." Tang Han Lee commented. 

"Idiot." Tang Qin Hao added. 

"Hey... What do you mean by that?" Tang Jin Wei rolled his eyes to his two brothers. 

"Little sis wants to beat you into a pulp since you have asked such a stupid question to her." Tang Han 

Lee explained to Tang Jin Wei. 

"Little Sis, please pity your beloved brother. I'm just joking with you." Tang Jin Wei begged to his little 

sister. He knew his little sister's strength. It would hurt. 

Chapter 596 - 596: Feeling Had Been Watching 

In the evening, it was time for Tang Han Lee to give his speech. The audience paid attention to what the 

Tang Han Lee had given out. From her booth, Yu Qi admired the looks that the Tang brothers had 

inherited from their parents. 



She thought that if the Tang brothers had not become a doctor, they could have formed an idol group. 

They would be so popular. Yu Qi chuckled on her thought. 

.... 

Standing in the corner of the venue, a man was looking around. He had worn the clothes which were 

suitable for the event but his expression was not. He seemed to be irritated with something. Others did 

not know why he was like that. 

The people who had seen him felt uncomfortable. So, they ignored him and stayed away from him. 

Some of them wanted to call the security but what could the security do with him. This event was a 

public event. Those interested in the event could enter the venue. 

Then, someone approached that man. The man glared to the one who had approached him. 

"Why are you late?" The man questioned. 

"Relax bro. We still have time. Don't frown too much. Look, everyone is wary about you." The man 

smiled. 

"Who is your brother?" The frowning man rebuked. 

"Okay... Okay... I'm not your brother." The smiling man just agreed with him to calm him down. "So, 

have you seen the target?" 

"Yeah. She is right there, at her booth." The frowning man nodded and pointed his finger to one 

direction. 

The smiling man turned around to the direction that the frowning man had pointed to. He smiled, even 

more, when his eyes caught the glimpse of the girl. 

"I'm really curious what does she have to catch the eyes of those men?" The smiling man said. 

"Don't alert others. You know what will happen if someone is aware about this." The frowned man gave 

his warning. 

"Don't worry. I'm not an idiot." The smiling man grinned. 

'You are not an idiot. But you are super duper idiot. Why do I have to be paired with this idiot ?' The 

frowning man rolled his eyes at the smiling man while thinking in his head. 

The frowning man also watched the girl. The girl seemed to be a normal girl with a beautiful face and 

just a little smart. Not more than that. 

"But she is really beautiful just like a cold stone statue of a woman." The smiling man touched his chin 

several times admiring the beauty. 

"You are just lucky that icily man has not killed you because you are flirting with his wife." The frowning 

man said. 

"I seriously don't understand why has this woman fallen in love with the icily man." The smiling man 

thought that he was not different than the icily man. 



'Of course, you are different. She is stupid if she has chosen you instead of him.' The frowning man did 

not give any response to the smiling man. 

..... 

The first day of the medical conference had ended. The Tang brothers were waiting for their little sister 

to come out. Yu Qi walked together with their lecturers. 

"Little sis." Tang Jin Wei called. 

"What are you doing here?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Waiting for you, Little Sis." Tang Jin Wei grinned. 

"Miss Tang, these are your brothers?" One of the lecturers asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Thank you for taking care of our little sister." Tang Han Lee greeted the lecturers. 

"Miss Tang is an excellent student." The lecturers said. 

"Are you about to return to your hotel?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"How about we have dinner together? You too, sirs." Tang Jin Wei looked at Yu Qi and turned to the 

lecturers. 

"You are inviting us too?" The lecturers asked. 

"Of course." Tang Jin Wei nodded. 

The lecturers looked at each other. After several moments, the lecturers agreed. 

The group started to walk again. Yu Qi felt someone was watching her. She glared sharply at the 

direction that she felt that she had been stared at from. Nothing was there. She turned back. 

She was not stupid. There was someone who had been watching her even in the venue. She knew those 

people were looking at her but this one was a little bit different than others. The stare which felt like you 

have been accessed by someone. It was not a good feeling. 

"Little sis..." Tang Han Lee called Yu Qi when he noticed that Yu Qi had behaved weirdly. 

Yu Qi looked at her big brother and smiled. "Oh, nothing." She shook her head and smiled. 

"She looked at me. Luckily, I hid myself in hurry." The smiling man patted his chest feeling relieved. 

He approached the frowning man after that. 

"Stupid. You can not alert her like that." The frowning man felt like he wanted to punch this man. 

"He he he... Sorry." The smiling man still made a silly face while scratching the back of his head. 

..... 



Yu Qi returned to the room after having dinner with her brothers and lecturers. Yu Qi straight entered 

her space. 

"Bo Ya, have you detected someone who has been watching me?" Yu Qi quickly asked Bo Ya as soon as 

she saw Bo Ya. 

"Sorry, Master, I can not detect it." Bo Ya's face faced down. He was shamed since could not help his 

master. 

"Oh, it's okay. Don't worry." Yu Qi patted Bo Ya's head. 

She thought that she needed to be careful. She could feel something might happen. Even though she 

could defend herself from most of the men, but still, it was good to take caution. 

Chapter 597 - 597: Want To Buy Some Souvenir 

The medical conference ended after two days. There was a lot of happy faces since they had achieved 

their aim for coming to this medical conference. 

It also happened to Yu Qi and her lecturers as well. Their research had caught several investors to invest 

in their research. 

As for been watched by someone on the first day, on the second day went normal. She did not have the 

feeling that she had been watched. Probably it was just her feeling. Nothing serious. 

So, on the third day, on the schedule, Yu Qi and her lecturers would be going back to Binhai Nation. So 

Yu Qi prepared to return to Binhai Nation. But they would be returned on the night. So, they had some 

time to spend. 

As for the Tang Brothers, only Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei still in L Country. Tang Qin Hao already 

returned to Binhai Nation on the night of the medical conference ended. As for the other two Tang 

Brothers, they would be returned at the same time as Yu Qi. 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei invited her to take a look at L Country. Yu Qi agreed and accepted their 

invitation. 

.... 

"Where do you want to go, Little Sis?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

They currently had some breakfast before going out. As for their plan where to go still undecided. Tang 

Han Lee did not have where they would be going. He would be let his brother and little sister to decided 

their plan for today. 

Tang Jin Wei was excited. It was a trip. He was a doctor, so it was hard to apply for some leave. And it 

was with their little sister. To think about it, it was the second time that they had spent the holiday 

together. The first time when they were in Yu Qi's ryokan hotel. 

"Hmm... I want to go to herbs shop if they have one here." Yu Qi ate the bread. 

"Ehhhh... Herbs shop? Little Sis, why do you want to go to the boring place just like that?" Tang Jin Wei 

frowned. Herbs... The words that he did not fond of. 



"I want to see some herbs that nope exist in our nation. I also want to buy their seed if they sell them. 

Grandpa would be happy to receive some herbs." Yu Qi answered. 

"That would be an excellent souvenir for Grandpa." Tang Han Lee nodded. 

"That's right." Yu Qi smiled. "We also need to buy something to aunties and uncles." 

"Okay. Let's go to the herbs shop first." Tang Jin Wei agreed. Then he continued. "But we would not be 

spending all of our time here." 

"Alright, Brother Jin Wei." Yu Qi nodded. 

After paying for their breakfast, they went to the herbs shop. Yu Qi found one shop nearest. Well, even 

though it was the nearest, it was three kilometres from where they had their breakfast. 

The herbs shop was at the small alley. The car could not enter it. They must walk to reach the shop. So, 

Tang Han Lee parked the car in front of one shop. If something happened to the car, there had someone 

in the shop that could watch the car. 

The three of them got out from the car and walked. It seemed like the alley was an old business district. 

The buildings were old. However, some of them had been renovated. 

They asked one of the shops there about the herbs shop. They had been told to just walk straight along 

this road, they would be found one in the corner of the building. 

As been told, it was the truth. Yu Qi could smell some scent of herbs that lingering. They arrived at the 

herbs shop. It was an old shop and had been given some maintenance for the shop to make the shop 

looked nice. They entered the shop. 

"Welco..." The lazy voice could be heard. But it did not finish. 

They looked at the counter. There was a young girl with a shook expression and turned to blush. 

"Wel... Welcome." The blushing girl greeted them. "What can I help you with?" The blushing girl clearly 

looked at Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei. Yu Qi had been ignored. 

Yu Qi noticed that but she did not care about it. She quickly scanned around to see the herbs. She 

frowned. The conditions of the herb... 

"Sirs..." The girl called Tang Han Lee and Tang Jin Wei again with a sweet voice. 

However, the Tang Brothers ignored her. They looked at their little sister and noticed the frowned 

expression on their little sister's face. 

"Little Sis, why?" Tang Han Lee quickly asked. 

"These herbs are ruin. They had not been taking care in the correct ways. These sikong herbs, their roots 

must be cut off to ensure their effect stay longer. These mosse herbs, it needs to store in the cold place, 

better to keep them in the refrigerator. To be honest, about 90% of them are ruining." Yu Qi 

complained. 

She then turned to the girl. "Are you the one who taking care of all of these herbs?" 



The girl frowned. "What?" 

"I'm asking you, are you the one who taking care of all of these herbs?" Yu Qi pressed her voice. 

"Well, no." The girl shook her head. She suddenly felt scared when facing this girl. 

"Then, who?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Grandpa Hua." The girl answered. 

"Can you please call him? I have something to tell him." Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 

"Ok... Okay.." The girl nodded and quickly ran to call the man. 

Chapter 598 - 598: Of Course, My Little Sis Is Amazing 

Then the girl returned with an old man. It must be that Grandpa Hua. He was younger than Grandpa 

Tang. That was for sure. 

"Yes, Miss? I hear that you are looking for me. Is there something matter that needs my help?" Grandpa 

Hua asked while observing the young girl. He did not know whether this girl came to his store to cause 

problem or not. 

"Are you the one who taking care of these herbs?" Yu Qi asked the same question. 

"Yes." Grandpa Hua. 

"Sir, the ways you taking care of these herbs are wrong. You are ruining the herbs." Yu Qi told him. 

Grandpa Hua was stunned. 'Are they want to make trouble in this shop? Who sends them?' 

"Why do you say so?" Grandpa Hua asked. 

Yu Qi started to explain. At the first, Grandpa Hua did not believe the girl. He thought that she talked 

nonsense but when he heard the detail of the herbs, he was stunning. The girl was indeed an expert in 

this area. 

"You are an expert. I never meet someone at your age has knowledge in this area." Grandpa Hua placed 

his admiration. 

"Of course, our little sister is amazing. She is the disciple of Tang Jiang Man." Tang Jin Wei felt proud. 

"Tang Jiang Man... Tang Jiang Man... Is that the legendary doctor?" Grandpa Hua was shocked. "Wait..." 

He looked at Tang Han Lee. The more he looked, the bigger he opened his eyes. 

"Are you related to that legendary doctor?" Grandpa Hua asked. 

Grandpa Hua had seen the legendary doctor before. He was very good looking. He was just like this man 

that stood in front of him right now. 

"We are his grandchild." Tang Han Lee said something simple. 

But to Grandpa Hua, it was something big. He did not expect to see the legendary doctor's grandchild 

here, in his shop. Meaning this young girl that been explained to him just now was that legendary 



doctor's granddaughter. No wonder she was an expert on the area. She must be learning from her 

grandfather. 

"Thank you for explaining everything to me. I will change my method to take care of these herbs." 

Grandpa Hua expressed his gratitude to Yu Qi. 

"Eh... It's okay. By the way, do you sell some herbs seed?" Yu Qi remembered the reason she was here. 

"What's kind of seed are you looking for?" Grandpa Hua asked. 

"Spirit Glass, Weitang, Lanbori, Qongsia and Xilan." Yu Qi listed the herbs that she wanted. 

"Miss, do you want to plant the seed by yourself?" Grandpa Hua asked. 

"It is present for my grandfather." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Oh, okay. We have those seeds. Wait for a moment. I will get them for you." Grandpa Hua quickly ran 

to the back door. 

After waiting for a while, Grandpa Hua returned with different bags. Grandpa Hua placed the bags on 

the place. 

"Miss, here... Look at this." Grandpa Hua showed the seeds to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi looked at the seeds. They were a good seeding. Grandpa Tang must be happy receiving these 

presents. 

"Do you get the seeds that you want?" Tang Han Lee also looked at the seeds. 

"Hmm... I get it. Grandpa must be happy with my presents." Yu Qi nodded. 

"How about others?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"For Aunties, I probably will buy them Wanfei Fabric. I will ask someone to design the clothes for them. 

For Uncles, I'm still thinking of it. Big Brother, Brother Jin Wei, can you suggest what to buy for uncles?" 

Yu Qi did not know about her uncles' preference. So, she did not have ideas to buy to them. 

"Big Brother, what did our father like?" Tang Jin Wei turned and asked Tang Han Lee. He rubbed his chin 

as he thought about it. 

Tang Han Lee also made a face thinking about that. "Hmm... Little Sis, why do you buy this Wanfei fabric 

to mother and Auntie Su Xiao? Is there something is special with this fabric?" 

"The fabric is very beautiful. It is a local product here. We can get this fabric outside of L Country but the 

price is a little bit higher compare when we buy this fabric in L Country itself. And what makes it so 

special is the thread is been woven by using a special machine. It also uses the silk thread to make the 

fabric." Yu Qi explained the detail to her two brothers about the Wanfei fabric. 

"Well, why don't we buy that fabric for them too?" Tang Jin Wei suggested. 

"That... That... Is brilliant. Why did I don't think about that before?" Yu Qi was excited. "They can also 

wear custom made clothes matching with their wife. Nice one, Brother Jin Wei." Yu Qi showed a thumb 

up. 



"Of course. I'm brilliant." Tang Jin Wei lifted up his face feeling proud. 

"Okay. Let's make payment for this seeds and buy the fabric." Tang Han Lee put a stop to Tang Jin Wei. 

So, Yu Qi made the payment. The place that the fabric had sold was at Wanfei store. The place was 

about 1 kilomtere from their current place. 

The seeds that she bought just now, half of them would be given to Grandpa Tang while the another half 

would be given to her greenhouse. 

The seeds were rare in the Binhai Nation. Yu Qi already knew that they could grow up if the soil was 

mixed with the water in the lake in her space. The water lake was almost a magical water. 

Chapter 599 - 599: You Will Be The One To Lose Your Legs Today 

The three of them walked back towards their car using the same road that they had used earlier. But 

something was not right. The level of the quietness of the area really concerned her. Just now, the area 

was not like this. 

"Big Brother, Brother Jin Wei, be alert. Something is not right." While her eyes were running around the 

area, she gave a warning to her two brothers to be alert. 

"What?" Tang Jin Wei was surprised. 

Tang Han Lee did not say anything. He began to scan the area while walking and also protecting his little 

sister. Tang Jin Wei also began to be on high alert. 

"Big Brother, walk in front of Little Sis, I will guard her from behind." Tang Jin Wei slipped behind Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi did not expect her brothers to act like this. She was smiling. She really got a wonderful family this 

time. 'Don't worry brothers. I will also protect you.' 

Suddenly they were being surrounded by a group of men consisting of probably 10 men. Tang Jin Wei 

quickly faced the men and placed Yu Qi behind him. Tang Han Lee had already done so. 

The men smiled at them, seeming to smirk when they looked at the two men who were trying to protect 

the beauty. 

"This beauty is very worth. With her beauty, she will probably be sold as soon as possible." One of the 

men said. 

"That's right. But I think we can enjoy her first." Another one said and then he laughed. 

Others followed him and laughed. 

Tang Jin Wei and Tang Han Lee had already frowned as they heard that these bastards wanted to sell 

their little sister. They tightened their firsts protecting their little sister while thinking the way how to 

escape from there. 

"Jin Wei, protect our little sister. If you find the chance to escape, bring Little Sis and run as fast as 

possible." Tang Han Lee said in a low voice. Only Yu Qi and Tang Jin Wei could hear it. 



Tang Jin Wei frowned. "Brother, don't be reckless. We can fight together." He was worried if something 

happened to his big brother after the two of them had escaped. 

"Our priority is to protect Little Sis. You hear what they are about to do to Little Sis if they succeed in 

catching Little Sis." Tang Han Lee argued. 

"But..." Tang Jin Wei wanted to say something more but Tang Han Lee had stopped him. 

"Listen to me. Run. Little Sis, listen to Big Brother, okay." Tang Han Lee looked at Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi shook her head as she did not agree with the arrangement. 

"What are you whispering about?" One of the men asked, amused by the situation. 

"What do you expect? Of course, they are planning to escape." Another one answered his friend's 

question. 

"Some of the buyers are hardcore. These two men may get us more money." The man rubbed his chin 

while thinking about it. 

The men laughed. 

"Yeah. Their looks are enough to make a good male pet." One of them nodded. 

Not enough from wanting to sell their little sister, but they wanted to sell them too. Tang Jin Wei began 

to feel angry with these men. 

"Jin Wei, calm down. Please follow my plan. In the count of 3, bring our little sister and run." Tang Han 

Lee stuck to the plan. "Run and call the police." 

Having no choice, Tang Jin Wei nodded but it was not very visible to come in the men's view. Yu Qi did 

not want it. But the two brothers had already reached the conclusion. 

Suddenly something happened. Tang Han Lee was about to start counting, he had been shot by the men 

on his leg. He groaned in pain and fell on the ground. 

While Yu Qi was about to help Tang Han Lee, another gunshot could be heard. This time, it was aimed at 

Tang Jin Wei, also at his leg. 

"Big Brother, Brother Jin Wei." Yu Qi shouted. 

"Little Sis, run. Quickly run." Tang Han Lee was still worried about his little sister and asked her to run to 

save herself. 

"No." Yu Qi shook her head. 

"Beauty, come here. Follow us and we can bring your brothers for treatment. You don't want them to 

lose their legs, right?" One of the men who had shot Tang Han Lee gave a smile to Yu Qi. 

They assumed that these two men were probably this beauty's brothers when they heard that Yu Qi 

called them. 



"That's right. While following us, you can save your brothers. It is a good choice. What do you think?" 

Another one who had shot Tang Jin Wei also sweet talked to the beauty. 

Yu Qi stood up. Her face was already void from the emotions. The men felt that beauty had agreed with 

this condition if she wanted to save her two brothers. 

Tang Han Lee did not want Yu Qi to follow them. "Little Sis, don't listen to their talks." 

Yu Qi looked at the men. "I think you will be the one to lose your legs today." 

The moment she finished her sentence, she threw two needles towards the men. One was for the man 

who had shot Tang Jin Wei and another one was for the man who had shot Tang Han Lee. The 

movement was very quick. They did not even see Yu Qi moved at all. 

The men laughed. But something happened. Their two friends fell on the ground. 

"What happened?" Their friends asked. 

"I don't know." The man who had shot Tang Jin Wei was panicking. 

"Wait. I can not feel my legs." The man who had shot Tang Han Lee said. 

"What?" The man that shot Tang Jin Wei tried to feel his legs too but as his friend said, he also could not 

feel his legs too. 

Chapter 600 - 600: That Was A Price 

"You bitch!!! What have you done to my friends?" One of the men shouted to Yu Qi angrily. 

Yu Qi did not answer that question. Right now, in her mind, she wanted all of these men to suffer. Since 

they had aimed her brothers' legs, she wanted them to feel the same pain as her brothers had felt. 

She quickly robbed the guns from the two men. In the same time, she kicked the hands which had shot 

her brothers. The arms were immediately broken. The two men shouted in pain. 

Yu Qi did not give any time to other men to react. She kicked the leg of the men one by one. The men 

immediately fell on the ground as one of their legs had been hurt. Right now, the alley was full with the 

voices which were out the pain they were feeling. 

In the middle of them, there was a beauty standing gracefully looking down at them with cold eyes that 

voids any emotions. The men felt very scared of the girl. This was not a beauty but a devil who wore a 

beauty's mask. 

Yu Qi put the guns away. The men only had these two guns. No more weapons. Yu Qi thought it was 

kind of stupid of them. They would have at least armed themselves. Maybe with a knife. 

But Yu Qi was relieved that these men were stupid. They might think that guns were enough to scare 

people. So, other weapons would not be necessary for them. 

After a moment, Yu Qi turned back to her brothers with a worried face. "Wait, I will call the ambulance 

and police." 



Tang Jin Wei blinked several times while looking at his little sister. Just now... His little sister was very 

cool. His little sister was very strong. 

Yu Q looked at Tang Han Lee's wound. It was not looking good. The bullet had stuck in the leg in the 

middle of the bone. It would be bad if that bullet would not be removed as soon as possible. 

The paramedic seemed to be arrived there late. She needed to do something. 

"Big Brother, do you believe me?" Yu Qi asked Tang Han Lee. 

Tang Han Lee was stunned for a minute. But then he nodded while answering her. "I believe you." 

"Okay." Yu Qi quickly brought something out from her bag. It was a small pouch. But when she opened 

it, it was a complete set of surgical tools. 

"Big Brother, I hope you can withstand the pain. I'm going to remove the bullet from your leg. Before 

that..." Yu Qi cut her own skirt. 

"Little sis, what are you doing?" Tang Jin Wei asked in a panic. 

Yu Qi approached Tang Jin Wei and wrap the Tang Jin Wei's wound. She had already checked his wound. 

The wound was okay. The bullet had passed through his flesh and was already out of Tang Jin Wei's leg. 

"Your wound is okay. Press this. In order to stop the blood flow." 

It was not like Tang Han Lee's wound. Yu Qi returned back to Tang Han Lee. Yu Qi wore a medical glove. 

"Big Brother, I will start now." Yu Qi put some cream the areas around Tang Han Lee's wound. 

Yu Qi began to operate Tang Han Lee's leg to get the bullet out from Tang Han Lee's legs. While she was 

working on it, the paramedic had arrived at the scene with the police. 

They were surprised by the number of people who were injured. And also the most surprising thing for 

them was a girl who was doing some operation on one of the injured men. 

"Miss, what are you doing?" One of the paramedics asked. 

However, Yu Qi did not answer the question. She did not even hear the question. Her focus right now 

was only to take the bullet out from the wound. 

"Don't disturb my little sister right now. She is about to remove the bullet from our big brother. Two of 

us have been shot by them." Tang Jin Wei tried to explain as simple as he could before groaning in pain. 

The paramedics quickly helped him. 

"But, it is dangerous to do it by yourself. You should wait for the expert to do it." The paramedics said 

wanting to stop Yu Qi. 

"She is a doctor. She knows what to do. The bullet is in a dangerous place that is needed to be removed 

as soon as possible." Tang Jin Wei argued. 

While Tang Jin Wei argued with the paramedics, Yu Qi had finally succeeded in removing the bullet. 

"Finally, it is out." Yu Qi took a deep breath. 



"Miss, let us take over." The paramedics said to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi was surprised that the paramedics had already arrived here. She looked around. There were other 

paramedics who took care of people there. 

"Yes. Thank you." Yu Qi nodded. 

She turned to Tang Jin Wei. He was about to be lifted on the stretcher. She took a relief breath again. 

The police saw that Yu Qi was the only one who was not hurt. So, the police approached her and asked 

her a few questions. 

Yu Qi explained in a full detail. But it was not included that she poisoned the two men who had shot her 

brothers. She used the poison that killed the nerves which connected the leg nerves to the main nerves 

of the body. 

They would not be able to detect the poison anymore since it had already left the men's body. So, the 

men could enjoy their another life with the crippled legs. That was a price that they needed to pay since 

these two men had shot her brothers' legs. As for other men, their legs would be healed. 

..... 

I never thought that I would be reached here when I started writing this novel. Thank you for your 

support. I will write more until this novel reaches its ending. Don't worry I will not drop this novel. Stay 

tuned. 

 


